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HH I have a Samsung 50 and after replacing the main board and reprogram all the channels. I got this message ( weak or no signal ) but if I select different input. like AV 1 is fine. I double check the
antenna connection and is fine but still the same weak signal. if i select a channel the picture is broken onto little dots.then it shows ok but momentarily because it breaks again I try adjustments in the

service mode. reset it to factory setup. but still the same any help will be very much appreciated Other Asian countries still sell CBs such as the Ranger Sea Eagle 6900 AM/FM/SSB transceiver with 24.265
MHz - 29.655 MHz coverage, the the Ranger Super Star 2400 AM/FM marine CB mobile radio with 26.065 MHz - 28.755 MHz frequency coverage and numerous others sold explicitly as marine radios vs. 10
meter amateur radios or CB radios. Information regarding a Vietnam specific band plan of 26.065 MHz - 28.755 MHz has also been found. 26.065-28.755 MHz AM/FM/SSB 6 bands of 40 channels in 10 kHz
steps for a total of 240 channels (or 270 channels of the +10 kHz switch is used for the A channels = 45 channels per band). Almost all CBs sold in Australia have a very high peak output. This means that
they are not suitable for use with a tuner unless it has a very high dynamic range. Although it is possible to transceive a 30 MHz CB with a tuner that has a maximum dynamic range of 100 dB, the result is
usually an unconvincing pile of radio "music". (This is similar to 12 volt "music" from a 60's radio where a mediocre power supply combined with poor filtering in the speaker cabinet could produce a very

high noise floor of just under 100 dB). A 30 MHz CB will produce a reasonable or audible tone on a cheap tuner of 70 dB or even a good tuner of 90 dB. The receiver must have a digital display and the
tuning display will indicate the level or dBm. The best tuners are calibrated by the manufacturer, with standard production tuners having a dB meter. The dB meter allows the receiver to calculate the

maximum input signal and thus maximum reception level, with an accuracy of 1 dB or better. If the dB meter displays an incorrectly high level then the receiver should be returned to the manufacturer. If
the dB meter shows an incorrectly low level then the receiver should be returned to the manufacturer.
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